An unplanned disruption to a business or data center can have devastating and far-reaching impact on productivity, customer service, supply chain, and revenue. As the marketplace becomes increasingly global and customers demand around-the-clock service, enterprises need to avoid business-disrupting events by implementing robust business continuity solutions.
Although cost-effective, multi-tenant, cloud-based disaster recovery (DR) solutions are available in the marketplace, many large enterprises have not yet adopted them. Limited adoption rate is primarily due to concerns about security, reliability, and performance.

Enterprises can reap the following benefits from cloud-based disaster recovery vs. traditional.

- Lower on-going reoccurring expenses such as co-location charges, power, and maintenance
- Increased efficiency for recovery time and recovery point objectives
- Greater speed to market – does not restrict growth in primary facility
- Entryway for organizations to gain familiarity and skills with AWS and cloud computing

In this paper, we will:

1. Define the challenges that enterprises face in adopting public cloud solutions for disaster recovery.
2. Describe the value that large enterprises can gain by adopting cloud-based DR with services such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) for disaster recovery.
3. Provide recommended disaster recovery architecture patterns.
ENTERPRISE CHALLENGES AND REQUIREMENTS

Enterprises face specific challenges in designing, deploying, and managing cloud-based DR solutions that satisfy their risk profile and business continuity requirements. Specifically:

Handling Large Oracle and SQL Databases:
Deploying, replicating, and managing large databases over long distances presents a challenge in cloud computing. Enterprises must exercise care in designing their DR architecture and selecting database deployment locations, replication technologies, database designs optimized for cloud computing, and data deduplication strategies for minimizing database sizes.

Network Integration:
One of the greatest challenges in cloud computing is the need to minimize latency between internal and cloud-based servers. Integration usually involves deployment of network optimization tools to monitor and manage both internal traffic and traffic between in-house infrastructure and data centers. External bottlenecks are particularly difficult to manage since they may be beyond the control of internal IT staff. IP addressing and network convergence is another challenge that enterprises face. Network woes have been eased with several AWS solutions such as Elastic IP addressing, Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), and Route 53, which have made it easier to manage internet addressing across data centers and the cloud.

Rapid Spin-up of Standby Machine Images:
Minimizing business disruption in the event of a disaster requires an architecture that enables deployment of infrastructure resources reserved for rapid recovery. Selection and management of reliable technologies for this purpose is critical for business continuity and cost management.

Change Management:
Maintaining systems, software, and services becomes a complex task for large enterprises. Moving infrastructure to the cloud does not remove this requirement and change management must still be coordinated.

Lack of Cloud Computing Expertise:
The rapid evolution of cloud technology outpaces availability of in-house subject matter experts who can assist enterprises in solutions architecture, SLA negotiations, and deployment. In addition to acquisition and development of internal capabilities, enterprises often need external experts with much broader and in-depth capabilities in cloud computing and data center optimization to develop and implement solutions.

Recovery Model:
Businesses will need to scrutinize all aspects of their disaster recovery approach even testing and overseeing all aspects of the recovery scenario as a fully proven and valid recovery event is difficult to achieve.

Increasing Business Continuity Expectations:
Enterprises are increasingly expected to provide round-the-clock service. High availability demands are pushing enterprises to blur the lines between disaster recovery and uninterruptible business continuity, which demands more innovative and challenging solutions.

Facing these challenges, an enterprise-level DR system must have the following characteristics and capabilities:

1. Ability to handle large, complex enterprise-scale databases.
2. Robust network connectivity between DR and production infrastructure, as well as other critical data sources.
3. Ability to rapidly scale to facilitate testing and accommodate fluctuations in business activity.
4. Automated orchestration of systems to minimize human error and increase speed of deployment.
5. Capability to provide large, permanent storage for both data and server images in multiple zones to protect against the effects of regional outages.
6. Access to expertise in designing, deploying, and operating high-availability DR systems in the event of wide-scale regional disasters.
Enterprises have different levels of tolerance for business interruptions and therefore a wide variety of disaster recovery preferences, ranging from solutions that provide a few hours of downtime to seamless failover. Accenture’s deep expertise with infrastructure design and DR architectures along with AWS’ enterprise backup software. Several vendors are developing and optimizing backup software integration with AWS such as Commvault, Veritas, Backup Exec, etc. Environments that are already virtualized provide the best RTO with AWS due to ease of integration.

### DISASTER RECOVERY COLD METHOD

The Cold Method is a traditional backup model that provides data replication to non-volatile media such as tape, which is then typically stored at a secure off-site location. As demand for storage and the need for faster recovery increases, traditional backup and recovery methods may no longer meet business requirements. The Cold Method enables an enterprise to realize the cost-savings of cloud-based DR while addressing the challenges of flexibility and recovery time. This DR method also lowers DR costs by eliminating the need for duplicate infrastructure.

The Cold Method enables an enterprise to use its backup software of choice to replicate data into AWS’s cloud. In the event of a disaster, data could be restored from the cloud back onto in-house resources or made available to EC2 instances on AWS infrastructure. Additionally, backups of on-site virtual machine images could be restored for DR using the AWS Import function. This method suits enterprises that seek cost savings and can tolerate relatively low RPO requirements and slower recovery time objectives.

### Method/Pattern | RTO | Cost
---|---|---
Cold | Low RTO >= 1 business day | Lowest Cost
Pilot-Light | Moderate RTO < 4 hours | Moderate Cost
Warm | Aggressive RTO < 1 hour | Highest Cost

**Figure 1: DR Cold Method**
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Storage Layer:
The Cold Method is supported by several replication methods as shown in Figure 1. Replication via the cloud, a VPN connection, AWS Import/Export feature, or AWS Storage Gateway all facilitate a method in which data can be replicated from an on-premises system to AWS’s S3 or EBS storage. The replicated data is stored as objects in the S3 buckets that can be provisioned to an EC2 instance.

Application Layer:
For the Cold Method, applications and critical data are stored in a S3 bucket. This repository provides a point of recovery for data to be recovered during a failure. At the point of disaster, an environment is provisioned at AWS. With cloud-based DR, automated processes can use AMIs, cloud formation, or scripts along with the import function to help automate and speed up the Cold Method recovery capabilities.

Database Layer:
With the expertise of Accenture resources, DR with AWS conducts initial assessments of tier 1 database systems and selects the resources that should be replicated into AWS. Certain database options would be decided on such as the ability to take backups of on-premises database servers or in the event of a failure, snapshots can be restored to an EC2 instance in AWS. Applications would then be re-pointed to the database server hosted in AWS.

Network Layer:
The Cold Method uses a combination of AWS services to address the challenges of network integration and maximize business continuity:

- Route 53 and Elastic IP are configured to enable high availability and redundancy by diverting network traffic to AWS during a triggered event (disaster, testing, or load balancing need).
- Round Robin is configured to provide high availability, load balancing, and network addressing with no impact on loads in the local environment.

Management Layer:
Basic Management tools provided by AWS such as AWS CloudFormation offers developers and system administrators an easy way to create a collection of related AWS resources and provision them in an orderly and predictable fashion. Third party tools such as puppet labs take automation to the next level with holistic infrastructure orchestration.

The following AWS services, as shown in the figure above, can be leveraged in the Cold Method:

Snapshots:
When a secure, optimized network connection is established between the enterprise and AWS infrastructure, snapshots of the on-premises systems can be made and replicated to an S3 bucket and provisioned into EC2 instances when needed.

S3:
Data that is replicated via the Storage Gateway will be stored in an EBS volume or S3 bucket from which data can be copied back to the local site for recovery or easily provisioned into an AWS virtual machine (EC2). In a go-live recovery scenario, the S3 bucket would allocate the appropriate data objects into an EBS volume to which the EC2 would attach.

Direct Connect:
AWS Direct Connect provides a dedicated connection from the enterprise’s LAN to AWS’ edge network. DC increases network reliability, resilience, and security, thus partly addressing the challenge of optimizing network connectivity. Direct Connect may also be excluded to further reduce cost.
The Pilot Light method satisfies most enterprise environments that require comprehensive back-up, relatively fast recovery, and redundancy. A Pilot Light solution consists of an up-to-date core infrastructure configured in AWS with the ability to quickly provision a full scale environment during a recovery process. This method entails replication of tier 1 systems to AWS, as well as creation and maintenance of AMI templates. This solution addresses an enterprise’s need for flexible DR capabilities, seamless network integration, rapid activation of standby AMIs, and minimal business interruption.

With the Pilot Light configuration, it is necessary to set up automation to bring up the full environment using scripts and well-defined processes. Accenture’s expertise with these tools and systems helps to reduce the time to recovery and limits the amount of manual intervention. This solution fits businesses with moderate RPO requirements and slower recovery time objectives since core data and services will be replicated actively.

The traditional enterprise model consists of several co-existing layers that function together to support an IT environment:

**Storage Layer:**

DR with AWS storage is supported by AWS’ Storage Gateway. The Gateway enables replication of data from an on-premises system to AWS’s S3 or EBS storage. The replicated data is stored as a data volume that could be provisioned to an EC2 instance. If replicated to EBS, the volume can easily be mounted to the EC2 instance. EBS volumes are best suited when performance matters. S3 provides low cost storage that is durable and can be mounted to a host when IO performance is not critical.

**Application Layer:**

A small application footprint is run in a warm configuration at AWS. This smaller footprint can maintain a minimum of business transactions. At the point of disaster, a larger environment is provisioned at AWS. With Cloud-based DR, automated processes use AMIs and application virtual images along with the Import function to quickly provision the necessary infrastructure for the applications. By keeping dormant AMIs on hand, this method enables enterprises to address the challenge of being able to spin up server images quickly for DR purposes. The ability to quickly spin up AMIs also enables enterprises to test the DR system more often and more rigorously. The smaller warm environment also provides a cost savings compared to running a full live environment or self-maintained data center.

**Management Layer:**

In addition to tools provided by AWS, DR with AWS leverages a combination of tools to address the challenges of spinning up images and optimizing business continuity in cloud environments. Basic Management tools provided by AWS such as AWS CloudFormation, will typically suffice but holistic automation and orchestration can be achieved with tools such as Puppet Labs and Chef. These services can customize a complete environment to any level of granularity where a triggered event would not need human intervention.

**Database Layer:**

Amazon Web Services RDS service enables enterprises to operate and scale relational databases safely within the cloud. Customizations need to be made for Oracle systems exceeding 3 TB and for out-of-box AWS solutions exceeding 16TB, storage traffic saturation will drive the performance targets and ability to build past limitations. With these capabilities, DR with AWS addresses the challenge of handling large databases within cloud environments. Active replication of core database systems also addresses any RPO woes and maintains a dynamic backup ready to be used during a triggered event.
Network Layer:

Multiple AWS services and features can address the challenges of network integration and maximize business continuity:

- **Direct Connect** is configured to provide a dedicated, secure connection from the on-premises environment to the AWS cloud, facilitating network convergence and bandwidth throughput.
- **VPC** could be used to further customize a network topology by enabling granularity into network modifications such as VLAN’s, subnets, ports, and IP addresses.
- **Route 53** and Elastic IP are configured to enable high availability and redundancy by diverting network traffic to AWS during a triggered event (disaster, testing, or load balancing need). Round Robin can be configured to provide high availability, load balancing, and network addressing with no impact in the local environment.

After the core infrastructure is spun-up and configured in a Pilot Light DR Method, all other systems are activated via templates, automation tools, or newly built machines. These systems will be ready during a failed event in which servers will provision and spin up to take over production systems. DR policy would dictate the level of urgency in which each application and service needs to be activated. Less critical systems could be configured via installation packages if the DR scenario lasts for a substantial amount of time.

**DISASTER RECOVERY WARM CONFIGURATION**

Disaster Recovery in a warm configuration allows customers a near no-downtime solution with a near-to-100% uptime SLA arrangement. Warm Method extends beyond the Pilot Light implementation by replicating and keeping systems up-to-date within the AWS. With two mirrored environments, if the main site is interrupted in the event of a disaster, a network failover diverts traffic to the other location within a matter of seconds to provide near-perfect business continuity.

Warm DR utilizes tools from Accenture and AWS partners such as Puppet Labs or Chef to enable administrators to automate tasks, deploy applications, minimize human error, and manage infrastructure changes within the cloud and on-premises systems. Warm Method can also be leveraged for availability purposes as well as load balancing if business activities require scalability across two environments.

**Figure 3: DR Warm Method**
Each layer builds upon the respective Pilot Light layers and adds certain features, as well as limitations, that exist when building a comprehensive DR environment.

Storage Layer:
The warm configuration would leverage the storage gateway to replicate all priority data. Although the warm configuration is not fully scaled to a production environment, it is fully functional and available on demand.

Application Layer:
All applications would have a minimal base footprint in the warm DR environment, enabling an easier recovery time compared to starting from a few core applications, as shown in Pilot Light. Multiple application instances can be running and receiving regular updates where the Warm standby site is available to immediately take over.

Database Layer:
All tier 1 and tier 2 databases would have an active copy in AWS. Tier 3 could be included as well, depending on the businesses needs. Oracle systems could encounter limitations and may not fully support a cloud model which would entail customizations not yet tested. Certain systems that prove not compatible can be configured in a Direct Connect facility to provide cloud integration (e.g., Oracle RAC).

Management Layer:
Although AWS has built many tools and management features for disaster recovery scenarios, a warm environment adds several layers of management and automation complexity that are solved by using third party tools such as Puppet Labs.

Network Layer:
Warm configuration solution would take the Pilot light design and incorporate IP Load balancer, Route 53, and Direct Connect to enhance and optimize network resiliency and availability. Routine upgrades and maintenance to the AWS system along with a high-speed network running between sites for replication adds additional complexity and expense.

Since Warm Method maintains an active copy of the production environment, RTO and RPO requirements are easily met, as the switch over is in a matter of seconds with no data loss. Although most of the critical systems are actively running, several services that have been deemed non-critical may be created in the DR environment—this would simply be done by importing the virtual machine image or having an AMI on hand to spin up during a triggered event. The use of Reserved Instances is also highly recommended for critical applications to ensure sufficient capacity.
ENTERPRISE READINESS

A critical step toward successful adoption of cloud-based DR is getting the enterprise ready for disaster recovery in a multi-tenant cloud environment. Preparedness involves developing experience in virtualization technologies, optimizing both internal network and external connectivity(s) to cloud resources, optimizing database implementations for cloud computing, aligning cloud security with internal security policies and groups, and acquiring deep cloud computing expertise.

Successful adoption of cloud-based DR solutions starts with aligning the enterprise IT infrastructure and functions with the infrastructure services offered by AWS. Migrating to a virtualized computing environment prepares the enterprise for cloud computing and also enables realization of the cost-saving benefits of virtualization technology, which include flexibility, scalability, and more efficient utilization of computing capacity. Deep understanding of virtualization technology also enables better planning and decision-making in preparation for migrating to cloud-based DR. Furthermore, being able to utilize computing capacity more effectively through virtualization potentially drives centralization and efficient provisioning of computing resources as services to business units. Such a change usually requires careful planning and change management support.

Optimizing network connectivity includes procuring more robust connectivity both to the Internet and to internal network resources, minimizing latency-inducing bottlenecks, implementing dedicated connectivity to public exchanges, and using content delivery services.

Minimizing the volume of data that needs to be transmitted through deduplication to remote DR resources is likely to result in cost savings, faster recovery speeds, fewer bandwidth bottlenecks, and lower chance of data loss.

Finally, enterprise-readiness must include acquisition of cloud computing skills through training of internal staff and acquisition of cloud computing experience through hiring and contracting of external expertise. In addition to technical expertise, the enterprise should develop or acquire strong capabilities in defining and negotiating enterprise-worthy SLA’s for cloud-based services.

AWS allows you to test a DR scenario more often and at a lower cost than the traditional model as there is no physical hardware to purchase, configure, and maintain.

Leveraging Accenture’s knowledge will enable enterprises to prepare their decision-makers, environment, support staff, and users for successful adoption of public cloud-based disaster recovery.

AWS PARTNER SOLUTIONS

While AWS offers the best suites of services for enterprise-scale DR in the public cloud, the market also offers many complementing solutions offered by AWS partners.

There are a number of AWS partner solutions that help enterprises migrate and maintain DR in the cloud. The following are some of the functionalities in the marketplace address specific enterprise challenges:

Storage Domain

Riverbed Technology:

Whitewater Cloud Storage Gateway is an appliance that caches and replicates data from an in-house database through an on-site backup management application to either a private or public cloud, thus eliminating tape backup systems, minimizing administrative burden, reducing enterprise risk, and improving DR readiness. The appliance is also compatible with most enterprise data backup management systems and major database products.
**NetApp:**
Private Storage for AWS is an enterprise storage solution that optimizes data replication between on-site systems and AWS. It uses an on-site storage appliance to replicate via a dedicated connection to NetApp Private storage within a Direct Connect location. NetApp is leading in this area with similar products from competitors expected in the near future.

**CA:**
ARCserve Replication and High Availability is an enterprise solution that enables disk-to-disk replication of data and complete systems to EC2 instances. ARCserve Replication provides automatic or manual switchover and switchback. System high availability is provided only for Windows systems but data replication is available.

**Zadara:**
Zadara has created a separate private storage cloud though AWS’ Direct Connect. It enables an enterprise to build a Virtual Private Cloud Array (VPCA) within the Zadara private cloud and connect it to the enterprise’s AWS computing environment.
Application Domain

Zadara has created a separate private storage cloud through AWS’s Direct Connect. It enables an enterprise to build a Virtual Private Cloud Array (VPCA) within the Zadara private cloud and connect it to the enterprise’s AWS computing environment.

Technologies within this domain optimize application performance to maximize user experience

- **Riverbed Technologies**: The Stingray Traffic Manager is an example of cloud-based software designed to vastly improve application performance. Stingray provides Web Content Optimization (WCO), load balancing, improved scalability through offloading TCP and SSL connection overhead, and built-in performance monitoring and scripting.

Database Domain

Safe and efficient replication of databases is a particular challenge for cloud-based implementations. Solutions in this domain attempt to simplify and speed up database backup and replication processes to minimize risk of data corruption, network latency, and user experience degradation.

- **Riverbed Technologies** By caching and managing replication of databases from in-house to cloud-based resources, Riverbed Technologies’ Whitewater Cloud Storage Gateway appliance attempts to mitigate these risks and ease adoption of cloud-based DR.

- **SAP and AWS** have been working together designing solutions that can meet all businesses demands. New and existing SAP customers can deploy their SAP system on an AWS EC2 instances in production environments that have been fully vetted, tested, and certified by both vendors for use. Services such as SAP RDS take management to another level by automating and making a deployment much quicker.

- **Oracle RAC** is not supported by AWS and would entail placing the RAC system in an AWS’ direct connect facility to integrate with AWS services.

- **Oracle Cloud Backup** Integrating RMAN with AWS S3, Oracle Cloud Backup module enables enterprises to stream database backups to AWS S3 using Oracle RMAN commands and programs. Compared to on-site tape backup, this solution is more reliable since it is based on disk instead of tape, which is more accessible for restore operations, and cheaper in terms of upfront capital costs.

- **Avnet** Cloud Backup for Oracle Databases uses Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN) to enable database backup to AWS S3.

- **Zmanda** For MySQL databases, a reliable solution is provided by AWS partner Zmanda through Amanda Enterprise backup and recovery. This solution enables an enterprise to use AWS S3 as a backup target from on-premises backup infrastructure using a browser-based management console.

Network Domain

Solutions within this domain attempt to maximize access to, and efficient utilization of network bandwidth in order to maximize application performance in the cloud environment.

- **Riverbed Technologies** Steelhead WAN optimization solution uses the combination of virtualization, data deduplication, storage centralization, bandwidth optimization, application acceleration, and resource consolidation to address this challenge.

Management Domain

Technologies within this domain attempt to automate and simplify orchestration of cloud-based resource management to minimize human error and maximize speed.

- **RightScale** enables an enterprise to deliver applications in public and private clouds that are resilient to scheduled maintenance, unpredictable hardware failures, and occasional disasters, with the ability to clone entire environments and stage in another data center with one click.

- **Puppet Labs & Chef** both offer IT automation software solutions that help system administrators manage infrastructure throughout its lifecycle, from provisioning and configuration to patch management and compliance. These solutions can easily automate repetitive tasks, quickly deploy critical applications, and proactively manage change—scaling from 10s of servers to 1000s, either on-premises in the cloud or both.

- **OpsWorks and CloudFormation** automate the deployment for a VPC based stack on AWS. OpsWorkds is an application management solution with automation tools that enable modeling and control of applications and the supporting infrastructure. Both Opsworks and CloudFormation integrate with Chef and Puppet.
EXAMPLE

Company X has a combination of Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 business applications. They can choose from the following options:

For Tier 1 with RTO and RPO of <1 hour, the business would choose Warm DR and will have the following:

- EC2 instances for all services running at all times.
- In-house and cloud infrastructure load-balanced and configured for auto-failover, which is facilitated by AWS Route 53, Elastic IP addresses, and Elastic Load Balancing.
- Initial data synchronization using in-house backup software or file transfer protocol.
- Incremental data replicated/synchronized using storage gateway.
- Automation used for rapid failover and spin-up of environment using Puppet Labs software.

For Tier 2 with RTO and RPO of <4 Hours, the business would choose Pilot Light DR and will have the following:

- Critical core elements of system already configured.
- EC2 instances running for critical services.
- Pre-configured AMIs for Tier-2 apps that can be quickly provisioned upon failure.
- Cloud infrastructure load-balanced and configured for automatic failover which is facilitated by AWS Route 53, Elastic IP addresses, and Elastic Load Balancing.
- Initial data synchronization using in-house backup software or file transfer protocol.
- Incremental data replicated/synchronized using storage gateway.
- Automation used for rapid failover and spin-up of environment using Puppet Labs software.

For Tier 3 with RTO and RPO of <8 hours, the business would choose Cold DR and will have the following:

- All data replicated into S3 bucket.
- Initial data synchronization using in-house backup software or file transfer protocol via the web or AWS Import/Export feature.
- Pre-configured AMIs for Tier 1 and Tier 2 apps that can be quickly provisioned upon failure.
- Incremental data replicated/synchronized using storage gateway.
- EC2 instances are spun-up from objects within the s3 buckets.

As enterprise needs for disaster recovery progress toward a need for complete business continuity, and while IT budgets for DR remain stagnant, enterprises can no longer avoid considering cost-effective, multi-tenant, cloud-based disaster recovery solutions like AWS.

Enterprises must, however, appreciate and navigate the challenges presented in enterprise-level cloud computing. Managing risks by partnering with Accenture to implement Smart DR with AWS gives enterprises the opportunity to significantly improve disaster recovery while taking advantage of the potentially significant cost savings. Accenture can help enterprises transition to the cloud with our best practices and expertise along with market leading AWS partners.
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